Flash Topic: This Happened to Me with NIH

Presented by: Ashley Jacobs and Jim Kenny of the Sponsored Programs Office
Who Are We?

• The Sponsored Programs Office (SPO) is an administrative unit within the School of Medicine (SOM) under the purview of the Vice Dean for Research.
  • Highest level of customer service and research administration expertise
  • We review, approval and submit:
    • NIH
    • Foundations
    • Non-profit
  • We initiate approximately 50% of all grant proposals for UNC
  • Close collaboration with the Office of Sponsored Research
Oh No! A Grant Application Misadventure

Learn from the mistakes of others.
You can not live long enough to make them all yourself.
Oh No! A Grant Application Misadventure

This happened to me: A Grant Application Misadventure.

Sometimes even the most well planned, and thought out grant application have been administratively withdrawn.

We have assembled a brief summarized collection of excerpts from actual failed attempts.

The intent is to provide the UNC School of Medicine researchers an opportunity to learn from the experiences of your peers.

Continue reading the failed attempts behind the Onyen protected UNC Firewall.
Examples of A Few Misadventures

- Authentication of Key Biological and/or Chemical Resources
- Use of the Appendix
- Information in other areas Exceeds Page Limits
- Falls outside mission of NIH Institutes or Center
- Miscellaneous

Continue reading the failed attempts behind the Onyen protected UNC Firewall.

https://www.med.unc.edu/spo/?page_id=3020&preview=true
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